Move on
from the
Mainframe

PROGRESSION from Fujitsu
Would you like to?

Reduce Total
Cost of Ownership
by at least 50%

Enable digital transformation,
allowing your organisation to
operate with greater agility

Remove dependency on
expensive, increasingly
rare skillsets

Your mainframe is holding you back. In order to meet your escalating
business demands and reduce costs, modernisation is imperative.

It is time to act.

PROGRESSION from Fujitsu

The PROGRESSION Approach
With the PROGRESSION automated tool suite, legacy applications
developed with languages such as COBOL, RPG and Transact
can be easily modernised to a modern platform using
languages including VB.NET or C#.
Once the modernisation
is complete, you own the
source code – enabling you
to maintain and provide
immediate solutions
moving forward.

Minimising Risk
Our expertise in modernisation protects your valuable systems
so that you can stay competitive with cutting edge technology.
Fujitsu have a proven methodology to mitigate the risk of migration.
We can manage the crossover period where new and old systems
run in parallel.

PROGRESSION from Fujitsu
is designed specifically
for you to modernise and
revitalise your valuable
systems and assets.

This minimises the risk of jeopardising your critical processes.

What does this mean for your business?
70% of IT decisionmakers believe that
less than half of their
current applications
can support the future
digital strategy of their
organisation.
Pierre Audoin
Consultants (PAC)

Fast ROI
Removes ageing legacy technology
End-to-end approach: From consultancy to modernisation,
testing, delivery and ongoing services
You own the source code, with no runtime license fees
User interface enhancements are possible
Opportunity to simplify application portfolio
Aids compliance and legislation

We help you address issues such as vendor lock-in, high operating costs,
technological redundancy, skills rarity and unacceptable time to market.

PROGRESSION from Fujitsu

Case Studies

PROGRESSION automated the conversion of
1.5 million lines of code, 110 database tables,
40 million data records and 867 business logic
programmes – migrating away from the COBOL
mainframe to a stable, reliable solution in a
.NET environment.
 The new system is managed in-house without

the need for expensive external consultants
 The modern platform does not require specialist

COBOL knowledge meaning finding new staff
with the right skills is much easier
 Its stability ensures maximum uptime and

WADOL had a mature set of applications running
on a Unisys 2200 mainframe. These applications,
developed over 30 years, comprised of 1.5 million
lines of COBOL code.
 Savings of over $1 million per year
 Eliminated dependence on Unisys skills and

contract staff
 Avoided a $500k USD upgrade to Unisys

mainframe to support ASCII
 Better systems integration, removing the need

for awkward workaround processes

enables it to process 30 million transactions
per year
 The interface is identical to the previous

mainframe solution so employees are
comfortable with using it and no special
training is required

Futureproof your business with PROGRESSION from Fujitsu
Visit www.fujitsu.com/au/services/multi-cloud/transformation/progression
or contact enquire@au.fujitsu.com for more information.
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